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Investment Process
We seek to invest in companies that are undervalued, in solid financial condition and have attractive business economics. We believe
that companies with these characteristics are less likely to experience eroding values over the long term.
Attractive Valuation
We value a business using what we believe are reasonable expectations for the long-term earnings power and capitalization rates of that
business. This results in a range of values for the company that we believe would be reasonable. We generally will purchase a security if
the stock price falls below or toward the lower end of that range.
Sound Financial Condition
We prefer companies with an acceptable level of debt and positive cash flow. At a minimum, we seek to avoid companies that have so
much debt that management may be unable to make decisions that would be in the best interest of the companies’ shareholders.
Attractive Business Economics
We favor cash-producing businesses that we believe are capable of earning acceptable returns on capital over the company's
business cycle.

Team Overview
Everyone on the team functions as a generalist with respect to investment research and the entire team works together on considering
potential investments.
Portfolio Management

Thomas A. Reynolds IV
Portfolio Manager

Daniel L. Kane, CFA
Portfolio Manager

Craig Inman, CFA
Portfolio Manager

Investment Results (% USD)

Average Annual Total Returns

As of 31 December 2021

QTD

Composite — Gross

6.91
6.66
8.54
6.44

Composite — Net
Russell Midcap® Value Index
Russell Midcap® Index

Annual Returns (% USD) 12 months ended 31 December
Composite — Gross

YTD

1 Yr

3 Yr

5 Yr

10 Yr

Inception2

27.76
26.59
28.34
22.58

27.76
26.59
28.34
22.58

19.43
18.32
19.60
23.26

11.12
10.09
11.21
15.09

11.78
10.75
13.43
14.89

12.98
11.92
10.28
10.43

2020

2017

2018

2019

13.69

-12.53

24.77

6.90

2021

27.76

Source: Artisan Partners/Russell. Returns for periods less than one year are not annualized. 2Composite inception: 1 April 1999.

Past performance does not guarantee and is not a reliable indicator of future results. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance shown. Composite performance has
been presented in both gross and net of investment management fees.
Investment Risks: Investments will rise and fall with market fluctuations and investor capital is at risk. Investors investing in strategies denominated in non-local currency should be aware of the risk of
currency exchange fluctuations that may cause a loss of principal. These risks, among others, are further described near the back of this document, which should be read in conjunction with this material.

Quarterly Commentary

Artisan U.S. Mid-Cap Value Strategy

COVID continued to drive volatility in equity markets in the final
months of 2021, but any weakness proved to be short lived as US midcap stocks rallied, capping off a strong year for investors. The Russell
Midcap® Value Index returned 6.28% in December, driving Q4’s gain
of 8.54%. Stocks rebounded in December after late-November’s selloff
on the emergence of COVID variant omicron. While omicron has
proven highly transmissible, it hasn’t been as virulent as previous
strains. All sectors advanced, aside from communication services,
which was down about 6%. With double-digits percentage gains, the
top-performing sectors included technology, real estate and utilities.
The pandemic continues to roil supply chains, creating a mismatch
between supply and demand for goods. The bulk of those goods—
both final and intermediate—are shipped from overseas, such as
China where COVID continues to impact production and ports, with
worker shortages commonplace throughout the global supply chain.
From the demand side, consumer balance sheets have rarely been
stronger. Fiscal transfers, huge wage gains in many industries and the
substantial appreciation of assets—financial and real estate—that
consumers can tap into, have bolstered consumer demand. Since
people are consuming less services, things like dining out, attending
sporting events and traveling, they have more money to spend on
goods. Each of these factors has contributed to today’s high and
persistent inflation. In the US, consumer prices rose 7% year over year
in December—the fastest rate in almost 40 years. But this isn’t a USonly phenomenon. In the eurozone, inflation hit a new record high of
5%. Under the circumstances, the Fed has begun to taper its monthly
asset purchases and signal potential rate hikes in 2022. Even Jay
Powell, who has commonly referred to inflation as “transitory,” was
forced to abandon usage of the term. As we write this letter in
January, markets are pricing in four rate hikes in 2022.
Today’s inflation backdrop is a huge departure from most investors’
personal experience, particularly those who only know times since the
global financial crisis. Understandably, markets are adjusting to the
new inflation regime. In the low growth and interest rate environment
that prevailed in the years after the financial crisis, investors were
willing to pay up for growth. Indeed, growth stocks have been in
vogue for most of the past decade, though only really in the past few
years—2017 to 2020—did they significantly outperform their value
counterparts. It was during this period that their prices rose
disproportionately relative to their earnings growth, driving their
valuations higher both on an absolute basis and relative to those of
value stocks. As shown in Exhibit 1, the valuation premium for growth
stocks in the mid-cap space hasn’t been this high since the
early 2000s.

Exhibit 1: The Valuation Premium for Growth
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We began our investment careers in the late 1990s. Not since those
formative years in the industry have we seen a more appealing setup
for value to outperform going forward. In contrast to 2009 when
growth stocks were historically cheap, they are now richly valued.
Layer in rising interest rates that make long-dated assets less
appealing and broadening economic growth that should benefit
more mundane businesses, and we see a strong case for value.

Performance Discussion
In Q4, the portfolio participated well in the up market but modestly
trailed its benchmark. Relative performance during the period was
largely about what we did or didn’t own. Our large communication
services sector weighting averaging ~12% versus less than 4% for the
index generated nearly all the portfolio’s Q4 relative shortfall as the
sector was the worst performer by a wide margin. However, stock
selection was positive overall, driven by our industrials and health
care holdings, helping to offset underperformance in the consumer
discretionary sector.
In the consumer discretionary sector, relative performance also
suffered from our comparative exposures. Approximately 8% of our
18% average sector weighting during the period was in the weakperforming hotels, restaurants & leisure sub-sector, which is less than
3% of the index. We own two iconic hotel & leisure brands in Marriott
and Vail and an asset-light travel agency in Expedia. Though we are
substantially overweight the consumer discretionary sector versus the
index, we don’t own any of the traditional apparel or multi-line
retailers, which are popular in growth investor circles. We also have

very few of the specialty retailers, except AutoNation (and this is a car
dealer). Aside from performance impacts due to relative exposures,
we also had a few individual detractors in the sector, including Thor
Industries, a recreational vehicle manufacturer, AutoNation, and H&R
Block (HRB), a tax preparer. Despite recent weakness, all three stocks
were among our top contributors to returns for the one-year period.
The businesses of Thor, AutoNation and HRB have little in common,
but for each stock we saw market sentiment, whether due to omicron
or other headlines, drive short-term price moves that did not
necessarily reflect underlying progress in their fundamentals. Thor,
our biggest Q4 detractor, was one of our top contributors in 2020 and
early 2021 as the market was quick to put a premium on RV travel as
airlines were grounded and people relied more on driving. Given Thor
is a highly cyclical business that has performed well, we chose to sell
our position during the quarter, using proceeds for
better opportunities.
The shares of AutoNation rose nearly six-fold from March 2020 to
October 2021 before pulling back in the last two months of the year.
AutoNation’s profits recovered swiftly after the business faced
dramatic headwinds in the first half of 2020. AutoNation’s highmargin parts and service business has unsurprisingly remained a
steady profit contributor through the pandemic. What we could not
have predicted was the tight inventory conditions in the new and
used auto market in the US. Due to strong demand from consumers
and limited supply of new and used autos, dealerships like
AutoNation are earning record profits on each car/truck sold. While
we know these “excess” profits are not a permanent condition, as
shareholders we are receiving the direct benefit of the elevated
earnings as management is retiring stock aggressively. Even when
earnings return to normal levels, which could be years away,
AutoNation’s business trades for a modest low-double-digit earnings
multiple. We continue to believe the business has an undemanding
valuation, a healthy financial profile and strong cash-generation
capabilities, which is why AutoNation remains one of our
top weightings.
HRB’s quarterly results were largely in line with expectations. Aside
from periodic tax code changes, HRB is generally a steady, low-singledigit growth business. That growth is achieved by maintaining market
share, regular pricing increases and ancillary growth in its digital DIY
preparation business. While most people file the standard deduction,
a complicated tax code, combined with stiff penalties for not filing
correctly, creates enduring demand for the company’s services. Even
as the tax code evolves, we believe the company should remain one
of the industry’s best brands based on its strong market share
position. It’s also highly cash-generative, and management prioritizes
return of capital to shareholders through dividends and buybacks as
HRB has returned ~84% of free cash flow over the past five years.
Lastly, expectations remain low for HRB, with the stock selling at a
paltry 8X P/E.

Though we discuss just a few holdings in depth in our investor letter,
positive contributions came from a variety of stocks as we had 20
holdings with total returns of 10%+ in Q4. Three that we’ll discuss this
quarter are Centene, Arch Capital and Public Storage. Centene, our
top Q4 contributor, is a recent example of how investing in low
expectations situations can work out in our favor. Centene is the
largest managed care organization by membership across Managed
Medicaid and the health insurance exchange marketplace. Managed
Medicaid is an important and growing industry serving low-income
and disadvantaged populations, and Centene is well positioned
within it. However, shares had done little since 2018 as margins
remained unacceptably low. We first purchased shares of Centene in
July 2020 after the stock weakened on concerns around short-term
state Medicaid funding and potential health policy changes following
the US election. More recently, Centene’s potential self-improvement
story attracted the interest of activist investor Politan Capital, which
took a meaningful stake in the company and has been pushing for
faster changes to the company’s board and strategic focus. In
December, shortly after news of Politan’s involvement, the company
announced leadership succession plans and other corporate
governance changes, including adding managed care industry
veterans as new directors to its board. The stock reacted positively to
these developments.
We repurchased global insurer Arch Capital in Q1 2020 when the
pandemic began. As a long-time holding, Arch is a company we know
well. It’s an industry leader capably managed by a long-tenured team
that has achieved an enviable underwriting record, while at the same
time seeking opportunistic growth. Arch’s insurance business is a
three-legged stool, with lines covering primary insurance, reinsurance
and mortgage insurance. Primary insurance and reinsurance are
influenced by conditions in the property casualty industry, where
pricing is currently trending positive following concerns about
inadequate pricing over the past few years. The mortgage insurance
industry is working its way through complications wrought by the
pandemic, but in contrast to other underwriters that pulled back from
writing business, Arch has leaned into this business as it saw an
opportunity to earn excess returns—once again showing
management’s acumen for creating value during a disruption.
Public Storage (PSA) is a real estate investment trust that acquires,
develops, owns and operates self-storage facilities. Storage is a
superior asset class within REITs for a variety of reasons. First, investors
systematically underestimate the low capex burden of storage, which
averages only $0.50 per foot per year, resulting in superior free cash
flow conversion through market cycles. Next, storage assets in many
markets are also highly desirable due to regulations which constrain
the ability to add new supply. Finally, storage leases are month to
month, which gives the business strong pricing power in inflationary
periods. From a “safer” perspective, PSA has low leverage compared
to most REITs, has interest coverage of about 8X and can pause

development at any time. At the time of purchase in May 2020, PSA
was trading for a 6% unleveraged cap rate, fully accounting for a
capex burden, which was almost a 20% discount to NAV (the highest
discount to NAV in 10 years). Since our initial purchase, earnings
power has been on the rise due to a strong pricing environment that
shows no signs of retreating (2022 earnings will be almost 40% higher
than 2020). While Public Storage’s cap rate has compressed recently,
due to the ability to grow square footage organically and through
M&A, along with a pristine balance sheet and tremendous pricing
power, we continue to hold a stake in the company due to the unique
features of the business as described above.
For the full year, similar to Q4, our portfolio participated strongly but
trailed its benchmark. And like Q4, sector weightings, particularly an
above-benchmark weighting in communication services—the
weakest-performing sector with a 7% gain—and lighter exposure to
energy—the best-performing sector with a 58% return—held back
relative performance. Additionally, an average cash position of ~3% in
a year when stocks were up 20%+ was a material drag. Stock selection
was positive overall, driven by our industrials, consumer discretionary
and health care holdings.
Overall top contributors were AMERCO, aforementioned AutoNation
and Expedia. AMERCO, the parent company of U-Haul, owns and
operates the largest fleet of rental trucks for the DIY mover in the US
and Canada. The company also has a rapidly growing self-storage
business which now encompasses over 45 million rentable square
feet. While U-Haul has long been a steady and growing business, the
pandemic has accelerated its top-line growth as mobility across the
US is on the rise. As a result, the market has rerated the stock. Despite
the rerating, the business has an undemanding valuation due to
secular tailwinds and offers attractive returns on reinvested capital.
From a financial perspective, the company does employ leverage;
however, it is conservatively capitalized and generates solid free cash
flow, resulting in a strong financial profile.
Online travel agent Expedia is weathering the pandemic using a
flexible cost structure that has allowed it to scale back performance
advertising as demand has declined. The business model is attractive
because it provides transparency on pricing and a large platform of
options for consumers looking to travel the globe. Despite the
currently depressed state of global travel, the business’s moat remains
wide as Expedia is one of only two globally scaled online travel
agencies. This scale advantage remains key to our investment case as
leisure travel returns to normal in the years to come.
Our biggest detractors for the year were Vimeo, Check Point Software
Technologies and Electronic Arts. Vimeo, a video software solutions
provider, was a spin-off of IAC/InterActiveCorp in the month of May
and is a small position in the portfolio. Though earnings growth has
met expectations, the company expects a slowdown in growth in
FY22 due to a combination of a longer sales cycle for the enterprise
segment and slowing demand in verticals like faith and fitness. The
business has a number of moving pieces that may require patience as

they play out, including sales force growth, new products and a
differentiated approach to pricing that is driven by a more dynamic
and diverse product set. We continue to believe the company is well
positioned for the secular growth in video consumption but will
continue to assess the many crosscurrents.
Check Point, a Q1 2021 purchase, provides computer network
firewalls to enterprise customers. We believe the market is
underappreciating recent improvements in Check Point’s cloud
offerings, which are growing rapidly. The company has high customer
retention and enviable margins and is amid an upgrade cycle. The
company’s founder is the largest shareholder and runs the business
like an owner. Additionally, Check Point has significant cash flow with
nearly $28 per share of net cash and investments to deploy
strategically. Recent acquisitions have improved the company’s
competitive position. While Check Point was a detractor in this period,
it is not uncommon for new purchases to continue falling out of favor
as we build our positions. We tend to run toward these situations
while others run away.
Video game publisher Electronic Arts (EA) had muted performance
relative to peers. The company is expanding its moat as COVID-19
pulled forward gamer engagement in 2020 and early 2021. While
growth rates have slowed, the long-term value of the company’s user
community has increased. EA’s net cash balance sheet and industry
leadership fit well with our philosophy and process, and while the
recently acquired Codemasters drew down cash, the balance sheet
remains strong, and the deal furthers EA’s growth strategy.

Portfolio Activity
We made no new purchases in Q4, but we are beginning to see
increased opportunities as some previous highfliers have fallen amid a
rotation from higher growth sectors, like software and fintech. If that
continues into 2022, we look forward to discussing new purchases in
our upcoming letters. In terms of sales, aside from Thor Industries, our
only other sale was regional bank Fifth Third Bancorp (FITB). The stock
performed strongly in 2021, and as valuations reached our targets, we
exited on success. The company’s recent rebound is an example of
how investing in out-of-favor businesses can lead to alpha. Five years
ago, FITB’s management developed a plan focused on measurable
enhancements to revenue, and we attribute improved performance to
these efforts.

Perspective
The past two years have been remarkable. Who could have predicted
a pandemic, an unprecedented policy response creating conditions
for generational high inflation and record highs in stock prices? To
“don’t fight the Fed” and “the trend is your friend,” we can now add
BTD (buy the dip) and TINA, (there is no alternative) as investor
mantras. Also, who can forget the YOLO trade earlier in the year
involving meme stocks pumped on social media. What a time to be a
value investor.

Rather than get caught up in investment fads, we continue to search
for stocks that meet our “better, safer, cheaper” criteria. We think
about our portfolio as a conglomerate. The index is a comparable
conglomerate. When we compare these two conglomerates, we see
that ours is better with a higher return on equity, is stronger
financially with a higher fixed charge coverage ratio and is cheaper
selling at a lower P/E on next year’s consensus earnings. As a
businessperson, we think it’s clear which portfolio of businesses you
would prefer to own. We think that gives us a nice head start as far as
generating both absolute and relative results. Though we cannot
predict the timing, we think our continued focus on the key elements
of our process—business economics, financial condition and
valuations—will prove rewarding for our investors over time.

ARTISAN CANVAS
Timely insights and updates from our investment teams and
firm leadership
Visit www.artisancanvas.com

For more information: Visit www.artisanpartners.com
Investment Risks: Securities of small- and medium-sized companies tend to have a shorter history of operations, be more volatile and less liquid and may have underperformed securities of large companies during some periods.
Value securities may underperform other asset types during a given period. These risks, among others, are further described in Artisan Partners Form ADV, which is available upon request.
Unless otherwise indicated, the Artisan Strategy characteristics relate to that of an investment composite or a representative account managed within a composite. It is intended to provide a general illustration of the investment strategy and
considerations used by Artisan Partners in managing that strategy. Individual accounts may differ, at times significantly, from the reference data shown due to varying account restrictions, fees and expenses, and since-inception time periods,
among others. Where applicable, this information is supplemental to, and not to be construed with, a current or prospective client’s investment account information. References to individual security performance relate to a representative account
in the composite. Individual holding periods may differ.
Securities referenced may not be representative of all portfolio holdings. Securities of the same issuer are aggregated to determine a holding’s portfolio weight. Portfolio statistics calculations exclude outlier data and certain securities which lack
applicable attributes, such as private securities. Artisan Partners may substitute information from a related security if unavailable for a particular security. This material is as of the date indicated and is subject to change without notice. Totals may
not sum due to rounding.
Attribution is used to evaluate the investment management decisions which affected the portfolio’s performance when compared to a benchmark index. Attribution is not exact, but should be considered an approximation of the relative
contribution of each of the factors considered.
Net-of-fees composite returns were calculated using the highest model investment advisory fees applicable to portfolios within the composite. Fees may be higher for certain pooled vehicles and the composite may include accounts with
performance-based fees. All performance results are net of commissions and transaction costs, and have been presented gross and net of investment advisory fees. Dividend income is recorded net of foreign withholding taxes on ex-dividend date
or as soon after the ex-dividend date as the information becomes available to Artisan Partners. Interest income is recorded on the accrual basis. Performance results for the Index include reinvested dividends and are presented net of foreign
withholding taxes but, unlike the portfolio's returns, do not reflect the payment of sales commissions or other expenses incurred in the purchase or sale of the securities included in the indices.
Russell Midcap® Value Index measures the performance of US mid-cap companies with lower price/book ratios and forecasted growth values. Russell Midcap® Index measures the performance of roughly 800 US mid-cap companies. Russell
Midcap® Growth Index measures the performance of US mid-cap companies with higher price/book ratios and forecasted growth values. The index(es) are unmanaged; include net reinvested dividends; do not reflect fees or expenses; and are
not available for direct investment.
The Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS®) is the exclusive intellectual property of MSCI Inc. (MSCI) and Standard & Poor’s Financial Services, LLC (S&P). Neither MSCI, S&P, their affiliates, nor any of their third party providers (“GICS
Parties”) makes any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to GICS or the results to be obtained by the use thereof, and expressly disclaim all warranties, including warranties of accuracy, completeness, merchantability
and fitness for a particular purpose. The GICS Parties shall not have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other damages (including lost profits) even if notified of such damages.
Frank Russell Company (“Russell”) is the source and owner of the trademarks, service marks and copyrights related to the Russell Indexes. Russell® is a trademark of Frank Russell Company. Neither Russell nor its licensors accept any liability
for any errors or omissions in the Russell Indexes and/or Russell ratings or underlying data and no party may rely on any Russell Indexes and/or Russell ratings and/or underlying data contained in this communication. No further distribution of
Russell Data is permitted without Russell’s express written consent. Russell does not promote, sponsor or endorse the content of this communication.
This summary represents the views of the portfolio manager as of 31 Dec 2021. Those views and portfolio holdings are subject to change and Artisan Partners disclaims any obligation to advise investors of such changes. The discussion of
portfolio holdings does not constitute a recommendation of any individual security. For a complete list of holdings by contribution to the strategy, refer to the Contributors to Return chart.
Free Cash Flow is a measure of financial performance calculated as operating cash flow minus capital expenditures. Return on Invested Capital (ROIC) is a measure of how well a company generates cash flow relative to capital invested in the
business. Price-to-Earnings (P/E) is a valuation ratio of a company's current share price compared to its per-share earnings. NAV (net asset value) represents the assets of a Fund less its liabilities. Alpha is a quantitative measure of the
volatility of the portfolio relative to a designated index. A positive alpha of 1.0 means the fund has outperformed its designated index by 1%. Correspondingly, a similar negative alpha would indicate an underperformance of 1%. Return on
Equity (ROE) is a profitability ratio that measures the amount of net income returned as a percentage of shareholders' equity. Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio indicates a firm's ability to satisfy fixed financing expenses, such as interest and
leases. Unleveraged Cap Rate (capitalization rate) is a valuation method used in real estate investing and is based on a property’s unlevered yield calculated as net operating income divided by price.
This material is provided for informational purposes without regard to your particular investment needs and shall not be construed as investment or tax advice on which you may rely for your investment decisions. Investors should consult their
financial and tax adviser before making investments in order to determine the appropriateness of any investment product discussed herein. In no event shall Artisan Partners have any liability for direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive,
consequential (including, without limitation, lost profits) losses or any other damages resulting from the use of this material.
Artisan Partners Limited Partnership (APLP) is an investment adviser registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Artisan Partners UK LLP (APUK) is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is a
registered investment adviser with the SEC. APEL Financial Distribution Services Limited (AP Europe) is authorized and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. APLP, APUK and AP Europe are collectively, with their parent company and affiliates,
referred to as Artisan Partners herein. Artisan Partners is not registered, authorised or eligible for an exemption from registration in all jurisdictions. Therefore, services described herein may not be available in certain jurisdictions. This material
does not constitute an offer or solicitation where such actions are not authorised or lawful, and in some cases may only be provided at the initiative of the prospect. Further limitations on the availability of products or services described herein
may be imposed.
This material is only intended for investors which meet qualifications as institutional investors as defined in the applicable jurisdiction where this material is received, which includes only Professional Clients or Eligible Counterparties as defined by
the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) where this material is issued by APUK or AP Europe. This material is not for use by retail investors and may not be reproduced or distributed without Artisan Partners’ permission.
In the United Kingdom, issued by APUK, 25 St. James’s St., Floor 3, London SW1A 1HA, registered in England and Wales (LLP No. OC351201). Registered office: Reading Bridge House, Floor 4, George St., Reading, Berkshire RG1 8LS. In
Ireland, issued by AP Europe, Fitzwilliam Hall, Fitzwilliam Pl, Ste. 202, Dublin 2, D02 T292. Registered office: 70 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, D02 R296 (Company No. 637966).
Australia: This material is directed at wholesale clients only and is not intended for, or to be relied upon by, private individuals or retail investors. Artisan Partners Australia Pty Ltd is a representative of APLP (ARBN 153 777 292) and APUK
(ARBN 603 522 649). APLP and APUK are respectively regulated under US and UK laws which differ from Australian laws and are exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services license under the Australian Corporations
Act 2001 in respect to financial services provided in Australia.
Canada: This material is distributed in Canada by APLP and/or Artisan Partners Distributors LLC, which conduct activities in Canada under exemptions from the dealer, portfolio manager and investment fund manager registration requirements of
applicable Canadian securities laws. This material does not constitute an offer of services in circumstances where such exemptions are not available. APLP advisory services are available only to investors that qualify as “permitted clients” under
applicable Canadian securities laws.
© 2022 Artisan Partners. All rights reserved.
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Artisan U.S. Mid-Cap Value Strategy
Quarterly Contribution to Return (% USD)

As of 31 December 2021

Average Weight

Contribution to
Return

Ending Weight

Average Weight

Contribution to
Return

Ending Weight

Centene Corp

2.15

0.60

2.40

AMERCO

4.07

0.48

4.06

Thor Industries Inc

1.18

-0.27

0.00

Vimeo Inc

0.47

-0.21

nVent Electric PLC

2.70

0.45

0.34

2.86

AutoNation Inc

3.03

-0.15

Arch Capital Group Ltd

2.59

2.90

0.41

2.68

Synchrony Financial

2.96

-0.15

OGE Energy Corp

2.82

2.24

0.39

2.43

News Corp

2.45

-0.13

2.36

Expedia Group Inc

3.53

0.36

3.71

Electronic Arts Inc

1.61

-0.12

1.71

Public Storage

1.44

0.36

1.60

H&R Block Inc

1.69

-0.09

1.62

The Progressive Corp

2.03

0.31

2.16

DENTSPLY SIRONA Inc

2.21

-0.07

2.21

Kirby Corp

1.40

0.30

1.47

Liberty Broadband Corp

0.96

-0.07

0.93

Marriott International Inc

2.42

0.29

2.51

Vail Resorts Inc

2.26

-0.02

2.14

Air Lease Corp

2.38

0.29

2.41

Cash Holdings

1.77

0.00

2.28

Expeditors International of Washington Inc

2.10

0.26

2.22

Sysco Corp

1.49

0.01

1.50

Lamar Advertising Co

3.01

0.26

3.10

Fifth Third Bancorp

0.30

0.02

0.00

Moelis & Co

2.71

0.26

2.31

IAC/InterActiveCorp

1.84

0.03

1.74

Tyson Foods Inc

2.36

0.25

2.47

Omnicom Group Inc

1.76

0.05

1.79

Northern Trust Corp

2.22

0.24

2.19

M&T Bank Corp

1.57

0.05

1.55

Corteva Inc

2.07

0.24

2.13

Check Point Software Technologies Ltd

1.58

0.06

1.66

The Kroger Co

1.89

0.23

2.01

NetApp Inc

1.87

0.06

1.88

PS Business Parks Inc

1.17

0.23

1.21

STORE Capital Corp

0.95

0.08

0.95

AmerisourceBergen Corp

1.86

0.21

1.99

Otis Worldwide Corp

1.46

0.09

1.50

Celanese Corp

1.84

0.21

1.88

NOV Inc

2.06

0.10

2.03

Analog Devices Inc

4.01

0.19

3.93

BorgWarner Inc

2.30

0.11

2.24

Lions Gate Entertainment Corp

1.17

0.19

1.27

Gentex Corp

2.35

0.13

2.28

Jones Lang LaSalle Inc

1.94

0.16

2.00

Globe Life Inc

2.42

0.14

2.42

Liberty SiriusXM Group

2.15

0.15

2.16

Top Contributors

Bottom Contributors

Source: Artisan Partners/FactSet. Performance is historical and is not a reliable indicator of future results. As of 31 Dec 2021. These investments made the greatest contribution to, or detracted most from, performance during the period
based on a representative account within the strategy Composite. Upon request, Artisan will provide: (i) the calculation methodology and/or (ii) a list showing the contribution of each holding to overall performance during the measurement
period. Securities of the same issuer are aggregated to determine the weight in the portfolio. % Contribution to Return is calculated by FactSet by multiplying a security’s weight in the portfolio by its in portfolio return for the period referenced
and does not take into account expenses of the portfolio. Purchases/sales are accounted for by using end of the day prices, which may or may not reflect the actual purchase/sale price realized by the portfolio.

